


THE GREATEST  

   SPEED TRIPLES  

 EVER MADE.
Without doubt the greatest Speed Triples ever, and the absolute pinnacle 

of performance evolution – the Speed Triple RS and Speed Triple S set 

action-packed standards for what makes a motorcycle great.

Unmistakably still the ‘Original Hooligan’, the latest generation of the iconic  

Speed Triple is packed with the highest ever level of power, torque, performance  

and high-specification equipment, as well as razor-sharp handling and a hair-raising 

Triumph triple roar to take this modern Triumph legend up to a whole new level  

with the perfect balance of attitude and agility.

The Speed Triple RS and S are the most technologically advanced 

Speed Triples we’ve ever made, and everything on these bikes is dialled 

up to a peak that delivers even more of what made the Speed Triple a 

cutting-edge modern motorcycle icon, to completely hit the mark for 

those who want – and appreciate – the best.





The Speed Triple RS combines 1050cc triple engine 

performance with remarkable levels of technology, 

exhilarating handling and heart-stopping attitude, 

to deliver the most powerful, most aggressive 

and sharpest Speed Triple ever.

THE ULTIMATE  

   PERFORMANCE  

  NAKED.





With the latest generation of Triumph’s thrilling 1050cc triple engine delivering an 

impressive 150PS peak power and peak torque of 117Nm, the Speed Triple RS is the 

most powerful and responsive Speed Triple ever. And it’s by far the best sounding, 

with its responsive throttle, freer-flowing exhaust and Arrow sports silencers 

that together produce a deep and characterful triple roar.

With the Speed Triple RS, you get even more remarkable rider-focused 

technology than ever before. As well as 5-inch full-colour TFT instruments, 

intuitive switchcubes with innovative illuminated buttons, cruise control, 

and an additional fifth riding mode (‘Track’), your ride also benefits from 

optimised cornering ABS and switchable traction control which is 

supported by an advanced Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU). This, along 

with Triumph’s latest secure keyless ignition and steering lock system, 

elevates this bike to the smartest and most technologically advanced 

Speed Triple ever.

The Speed Triple RS is also equipped to the highest ever level of 

specification, with fully adjustable Öhlins suspension, Brembo radial 

monobloc calipers, Brembo adjustable levers and a rider comfort seat, 

while the lightweight Arrow sports silencers, stylish carbon fibre 

bodywork and power-optimised alternator combination is lighter  

than its predecessor and takes the Speed Triple’s legendary handling  

to a whole new level.

Styled to an even higher level of finish, the Speed Triple RS has a host of 

premium details that include high-gloss cast alloy wheels, colour-coded  

seat cowl and belly pan, a matt aluminium rear subframe, and lightweight 

contemporary carbon fibre bodywork, including front mudguard and radiator 

cowls, to place this incredible motorcycle in a class all of its own.

With over 50 genuine custom accessories available, use the Configure tool 

on the Triumph website to add accessories and take your ultimate 

performance naked to a different level.
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ENGINE TYPE Liquid-cooled, 12 valve, DOHC, in-line 

3-cylinder

CAPACITY 1050cc

MAX POWER 150PS / 148bhp (110kW) @ 10,500rpm

MAX TORQUE 117Nm @ 7,150rpm

FRONT 
SUSPENSION

Öhlins 43mm NIX30 upside down forks 

with adjustable preload, rebound and 

compression damping, 120mm front  

wheel travel

REAR 
SUSPENSION 

Öhlins TTX36 twin tube mono-shock 

with preload, rebound and compression 

damping, 130mm rear wheel travel

FRONT BRAKE Twin 320mm floating discs, Brembo 

4-piston monobloc radial calipers. 

Switchable optimised cornering ABS

REAR BRAKE Single 255mm disc, 2-piston sliding caliper. 

Switchable optimised cornering ABS 

SEAT HEIGHT 825mm

DRY WEIGHT 189kg

TANK CAPACITY 15.5l

SPEED TRIPLE RS

ENGINE TYPE Liquid-cooled, 12 valve, DOHC, in-line 

3-cylinder

CAPACITY 1050cc

MAX POWER 150PS / 148bhp (110kW) @ 10,500rpm

MAX TORQUE 117Nm @ 7,150rpm

FRONT 
SUSPENSION

Showa 43mm upside down forks with 

adjustable preload, rebound and 

compression damping, 120mm front  

wheel travel

REAR 
SUSPENSION 

Showa mono-shock with adjustable 

preload, rebound and compression 

damping, 130mm rear wheel travel 

FRONT BRAKE Twin 320mm floating discs, Brembo 

4-piston monobloc radial calipers. 

Switchable ABS

REAR BRAKE Single 255mm disc, 2-piston sliding 

caliper. Switchable ABS 

SEAT HEIGHT 825mm

DRY WEIGHT 192kg

TANK CAPACITY 15.5l

SPEED TRIPLE S


